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Goal and status

At the 2000 GA in Manchester, Commission 30 established a WG
in charge of updating Batten’s famous catalogues (SB8 dates back
to 1989). WG moved to C26 in early 2013.

http://sb9.astro.ulb.ac.be

Five GA later,

I 3 479 systems (3 112; 2 946 (compared to 1 469 in SB8));

I 4 297 orbits (3 866; 3 608);

I 2 507 systems with radial velocities;

I 670 papers added (635; 591);

I Completeness: ∼ 60% of systems with published orbits.

Reference: Pourbaix et al. 2004, A&A, 424, 727. (250 quotations)



Access through the web



Web output

6 330 plots retrieved since January 1st 2015.



Access through a tar ball

Main.dta : For each system, this table contains the 2000.0
coordinates down to hundredth of arc seconds in α
and tenth of ” in δ, the component identifier in case
of multiple systems, the magnitude, corresponding
filter and spectral type.

Alias.dta : Contains as many aliases as possible for each
systems (main catalogues are favoured). Each line is
an alias.

Orbits.dta : Orbital parameters, their uncertainties, bibcode,
number of data points. Several orbits can be listed
for the same system.

Notes.dta : Relevant information which matches none of the
above.

The tar ball does not contain any radial velocity data.

215 copies have been downloaded since January 1st 2015.



External access

I
USNO–WDS Catalog of orbits:
link to individual SB9 entries,

I

Besançon Database of Double
Stars (now moved to Moscow):
link to individual SB9 entries, pe-
riodic crosscheck of identifiers;

I

Strasbourg–CDS: SB9 accessible
trought Vizier (content is cross-
checked with Simbad). SB9 iden-
tifyer in Simbad.

Win-Win situation



Application 1. Homogeneous to SB9

E.g.: Abt, H.E., 2009, AJ, 138, 28



Application 2. Partly SB9

(Pourbaix et al, 2004, RevMxAA, 21, 265)

2 386 systems out of 3 479 belong to the Hipparcos and Tycho
Catalogues.



Application 3. SB9 as a reservoir

(Halbwachs et al., 2014, MNRAS, 445, 2371)



Assessment of the completeness (Levato 2014.5)

I 6 141 lines with ORB, only 6 069 are distinct (biborb),

I 5 454 with distinct identifiers (first 26 positions of the lines)

I 1 687 distinct bibcodes

I biborb - bibcodes from Orbits yields 2 925 ORB lines missing
from SB9

I At most 2 332 identifiers likely missing (completeness of
59.86+%)

I A substantial fraction of them are planetary systems!

Keep that in mind for your statistical studies!



Conclusion

Almost continuous progress despite

I lack of manpower,

I lack of spontaneous contribution from most authors of orbits
Authors do not see the benefit for their own publications yet!
One major exception: F. Fekel!

I increasing number of citations and queries: SB9 meets a need.

Future plans:

I Improve completeness with optimized upload

I Strengthen collaboration with CDS (search engine)

Any help is welcome!


